Health Care

A PRIORITY SECTOR in San Diego County
At the intersection of technology, science and
empathy lies health care, where people work to
keep the public healthy and well, quickly solving
problems when something goes wrong.

Scan to take a quiz and learn how your
interests align with San Diego jobs!

#mynextmove

Sample occupations
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The Doers | People who enjoy

Enterprising

C
Conventional

Entry level

Radiologic Technologists take X-rays and CAT scans as

well as other medical images.

The Thinkers | People who use

Family and General Practitioners are physicians who diagnose,

The Creators | People who prefer to

Substance Abuse, Behavioral Disorder, and Mental Health
Counselors work with individuals with mental, emotional or substance

investigative and analytics skills to
gather facts

work in creative, unstructured settings
and use their artistic abilities

The Helpers | People who enjoy

treat and help prevent diseases and injuries that commonly occur
in the general population.

abuse challenges. They conduct individual and group therapy, crisis
intervention, case management, client advocacy, prevention and education.

Counseling Psychologists assess and evaluate individuals’

working with others

problems through the use of case history, interviews and observation
and provide individual or group counseling services.

The Persuaders | People who like

Clinical Nurse Specialists plan, direct or coordinate medical and

to lead and influence others to work
towards organization goals

health services in hospitals, clinics, managed care organizations, public
health agencies or similar organizations.

The Organizers | People who enjoy

Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks obtain

working with data, keeping organized,
and using their numerical abilities

Doctoral degree

information from insured or designated persons for the purpose of
settling claims with insurance carriers.

Master’s or professional degree

Mid-career

Experienced
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$87
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$21

$39

$21

$44

$90

$30

$48

$64

$11

$19

$27

10th percentile

working outdoors and have athletic
or mechanical abilities

Social

E

How much will I earn per hour?

Bachelor’s degree

50th percentile

90th percentile

Associate degree or certificate

What level of education is
expected by employers?

High school diploma or less

Educational levels are typical but not meant to mean they are the minimum requirement.

To explore, visit workforce.org/mynextmove
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